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Overview
The Helion Tiny Hash Core family offers a combination of high functionality and low resource usage for lower data rate
applications. The core is available in versions which support any combination of the secure hashing algorithms
described in the Secure Hash Standard, FIPS PUB 180-3; namely SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512.
It can also support the standard Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algorithm described in FIPS PUB
198-1 which is widely used for data authentication and integrity checking in a number of common data security
protocols.
As standard the core supports up to four concurrent hash calculations (or two HMAC calculations), and offers full core
state unload and reload to greatly improve system throughput when processing interleaved or packet-based data
streams. Simple synchronous interfaces ensure easy system integration whether employed as a hashing accelerator
for an embedded processor, or connected directly into a datapath.
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Functional Description
Background
The Helion Tiny Hash core for FPGA is fully configurable and can implement any combination of the NIST secure
hashing algorithms specified in FIPS PUB 180-3; namely SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512. It can
also support the newer SHA-512-224 and SHA-512-256 hash algorithms defined in DRAFT FIPS PUB 180-4.
Multi channel hashing
The core is able to switch hash algorithm dynamically between message blocks, allowing any of the hash algorithms
supported by the core to be selected for use on a message block by block basis. As standard, the core internally
provides four message slots allowing support for four concurrent hash calculations, each using a different hash
algorithm if required. This enables up to four message streams to be hashed simultaneously. This capability may be
extended using the optional state unload and reload interface, where the core can very efficiently handle more than
four interleaved message streams using external state storage.
Core Operation
The user initiates a new hash operation by applying a “RUN” operation code to the 2-bit wide hash_exec input.
During the same clock cycle, the hash_mode and hash_slot inputs are used to indicate the required hash algorithm
(with or without HMAC) and which of the four internal memory slots is to be used for the operation. The core then
asserts the hash_busy flag to show that an operation is underway, and indicates its readiness to accept message data
on the byte-wide data_in port, via simple data_in_valid and data_in_ready handshake signalling. The message for
hashing is then pushed into the core by the user.

End of Message
At the end of the message, the user flags the last message byte by asserting the data_in_last marker input as the
last byte is transferred into the core. This tells the core to append message padding in accordance with FIPS PUB
180-3.
Once the core has completed hashing of the final message block it deasserts the hash_busy flag and strobes the
hash_done output for a clock cycle. At the same time, the validity of the message digest output is indicated by the
core asserting digest_out_valid. The user may then read the message digest from the byte-wide digest_out port
using the digest_out_taken handshake signal. Once the full message digest has been transferred, the core deasserts
digest_out_valid, and the core is then ready to start work on a new message.
Other Controls
Two further control inputs are provided to allow suspension of the current hash operation; hash_pause stops the
current core operation at the end of the present message block for state unload and reload operation; and
hash_abort halts the current operation immediately and returns the core to its idle state. A new hash operation may
then be requested in the very next clock cycle.
Other Operations
As mentioned above, the hash_exec input is used to initiate a new operation. This tells the core to either run a new
message hash, resume a previous one where the state has been unloaded and reloaded, or to input a new HMAC
key. In the latter case, the HMAC key is loaded via the normal data input path, whereas state information is
unloaded and reloaded via a dedicated memory-mapped RAM interface to allow access to the core’s internal state
whenever it is not busy. A hash_error output indicates when an operation has been requested by the user that is
outside the capability of the core, e.g. an unsupported hash algorithm has been selected.
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The Tiny Hash core is one of two hashing solutions available from Helion,
and is aimed at lower data rate applications up to a few tens of Mbps,
offering low resource utilisation together with a rich feature set.
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The Tiny Hash core family provides a number of core versions, each
sharing a common user interface whilst providing support for one or more
hashing algorithms and optionally including HMAC processing.
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The core design is fully parameterised in terms of its algorithmic support,
so for applications not needing access to all the available algorithms,
significant logic resources may be saved.
Where more throughput is required,
Helion also offer a Fast Hashing core
family, which is covered in a
separate datasheet. Please see
http://heliontech.com/fast_hash.htm
for more details on this solution.

Core Throughput
The tables below show the number of cycles and the maximum data throughput as a function of core clock frequency,
for each of the algorithms running in the Tiny Hash core.

SHA-1

SHA-224/256

SHA-384/512

size of hash block

512-bits

512-bits

1024-bits

clock cycles used
per hash block

1013

1013

1317

data throughput
(Mbps per MHz)

0.505

0.505

0.777

algorithm

For any specific application, the above figures may be used with an appropriate and achievable core clock frequency to
determine actual message processing time. Note that for HMAC there are additional per message overheads
associated with the HMAC algorithm which can be significant for shorter message lengths. In this case additional
performance margin may be required to achieve your desired HMAC throughput - please contact Helion to discuss your
HMAC requirements in more detail.

Logic Utilisation and Performance
Helion cores are fully characterised in all supported FPGA types (please see overleaf for supported FPGA technologies),
with specific results available for each device type and speed grade. This yields a huge amount of data, so we don’t
include it in this Product Brief. Please contact Helion with your vendor requirements, and we will be delighted to send
the appropriate information.
For general guidance however, the typical maximum achievable clock rates in the latest fast FPGA silicon might be
~200MHz in a mid speed grade part (depending on the exact version and device), whilst in lower cost FPGA devices this
figure may be closer to ~120MHz. These figures can be used as a starting point to determine which version of the core
could be suitable for your requirements. A selection of the most popular combinations are also shown on our Tiny Hash
core web pages, at http://www.heliontech.com/tiny_hash.htm.

Looking for Higher Rates?
The Helion Tiny Hash core is designed specifically for lower data rate applications, where its multi-algorithm capability
and optional built-in HMAC support might be valuable. However where data throughputs exceed the tens of Mbps
capability of this design, a higher rate solution may be more appropriate.
Helion offer a Fast Hash core family which supports single and pairs of hash algorithms at low Gbps rates. Please take
a look at our Fast Hash webpage at http://www.heliontech.com/fast_hash.htm, or contact Helion for more information
on faster hashing core solutions.

Ordering Information
Before ordering, the first thing to decide is which algorithms you would like to support - one or more from this list;
SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512. If you require support for HMAC this should also be specified at
time of order. Finally, the number of memory slots required (between 1 and 4) should be indicated.
If some of these choices are unclear, or you would just like to go over the options available, we are always happy to
discuss the alternatives and help select the best solution for your application.

FPGA Technology Support
Helion has a long history in high-end FPGA design, and takes a great deal of care when implementing IP cores. As a
result, these cores have been designed from the ground up to be highly optimal for each individual FPGA technology they are not simply based on a synthesised generic RTL ASIC design. Helion cores always make use of the
architectural features available in each FPGA technology to achieve the highest performance combined with the most
efficient logic resource utilisation.
Helion is an accredited IP partner with Altera, Lattice, Microsemi (Actel) and Xilinx, and supports all current and
many legacy FPGA technologies from these vendors. Please feel free to contact Helion if your FPGA technology of
choice is not listed here.
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About Helion
Founded in 1992, Helion is a long established British company based in Cambridge, England. We offer a range of
product-proven Data Security and Lossless Compression IP cores, backed by a team of highly experienced engineers,
proudly developing and supporting a world-class portfolio.

Our aim is to offer our customers…
Innovation
Helion works hard to anticipate, understand and then deliver great solutions for its customers. As an example, Helion
offered the world’s first commercial AES core back in 2001, even before the industry had fully adopted the algorithm.
This process continues unabated today, with new products in development that will lead the field.
High Performance
Helion IP is specially designed and optimised for each target technology. This means lots of work for us, but this
approach yields amazing results for our customers. We always aim for the best in class performance and lowest
utilisation in any given ASIC or FPGA target.
High Quality
IP should be problem free, so we always go the extra mile to ensure a smooth and trouble free integration phase for
our products. We realise that our customers are putting their faith in us, and want to repay that with an
outstandingly easy deployment.
Ease of Use
Helion engineers have many years of real product development experience, and so our IP is designed to be used in
realistic situations. It is flexible and well thought through - the result being that it is simple to drop into your system.
See how we achieve all this by visiting our Clients page at http://www.heliontech.com/clients.htm

More Information
For more detailed information on this or any of our other products and services, please contact Helion and we will be
pleased to discuss how we can assist with your individual requirements.
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